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Abstract7

Temporal regularities can guide our attention to focus on a particular moment in time and to be8

especially vigilant just then. Previous research provided evidence for the influence of temporal ex-9

pectation on perceptual processing in unisensory auditory, visual, and tactile contexts. However, in10

real life we are often exposed to a complex and continuous stream of multisensory events. Here we11

tested – in a series of experiments – whether temporal expectations can enhance perception in mul-12

tisensory contexts and whether this enhancement differs from enhancements in unisensory contexts.13

Our discrimination paradigm contained near-threshold targets (subject-specific 75% discrimination14

accuracy) embedded in a sequence of distractors. The likelihood of target occurrence (early or late)15

was manipulated block-wise. Furthermore, we tested whether spatial and modality-specific target16

uncertainty (i.e. predictable vs. unpredictable target position or modality) would affect temporal17

expectation (TE) measured with perceptual sensitivity (d′) and response times (RT). In all our ex-18

periments, hidden temporal regularities improved performance for expected multisensory targets.19

Moreover, multisensory performance was unaffected by spatial and modality-specific uncertainty,20

whereas unisensory TE effects on d′ but not RT were modulated by spatial and modality-specific21

uncertainty. Additionally, the size of the temporal expectation effect, i.e. the increase in perceptual22

sensitivity and decrease of RT, scaled linearly with the likelihood of expected targets. Finally, tem-23

poral expectation effects were unaffected by varying target position within the stream. Together, our24

results strongly suggest that participants quickly adapt to novel temporal contexts, that they benefit25

from multisensory (relative to unisensory) stimulation and that multisensory benefits are maximal26

if the stimulus-driven uncertainty is highest. We propose that enhanced informational content (i.e.27

multisensory stimulation) enables the robust extraction of temporal regularities which in turn boost28

(uni-)sensory representations.29
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1 Introduction33

The amount of information organisms are confronted with at any given moment is tremendous. It is34

therefore imperative to focus on particular aspects of the incoming information and to preferentially35

process the most relevant parts — as both information overflow and missing important bits of informa-36

tion can have severe consequences (e.g. in traffic). Spatial attention offers one solution to selectively37

increase the salience of particular information and has been the focus of numerous previous investi-38

gations (Ball et al., 2015; Ball and Busch, 2015; Ball et al., 2014; Kovalenko and Busch, 2016; Luck39

et al., 2004; Posner et al., 1980; Posner, 1980; Yeshurun and Carrasco, 1998). Another way to facili-40

tate information processing is to anticipate when future objects and events may occur and what these41

events/objects might be (the what: Baylis and Driver (1993); Behrmann et al. (1998); Chen (2000); Dun-42

can (1984); Kramer et al. (1997); Vecera and Farah (1994) and when: Correa et al. (2006, 2004); Coull43

and Nobre (2008); Doherty et al. (2005); Nobre (2001); Rohenkohl et al. (2011, 2014)). In this article44

we will differentiate between different aspects of temporal information influencing behaviour. The term45

temporal predictability will be used to denote exogenous factors, e.g. the manipulation of temporal reg-46

ularities by experimental design. Endogenous factors derived from these objective temporal regularities47

– i.e. temporal expectations (TE) generated by the participant – will be referred to as temporal attention48

or temporal expectation (in accord with e.g. Bendixen et al., 2012).49

Previous research on temporal attention preferentially used three main paradigms (see Nobre and Ro-50

henkohl, 2014, for a recent review) which have been based on rhythmic variations, temporal cueing,51

and foreperiod duration. In studies using rhythmic variations, temporal expectations are automatically52

generated by presenting an isochronous stimulus sequence (Cravo et al., 2013; Jones et al., 2002; Math-53

ewson et al., 2010; Rohenkohl et al., 2012; Sanabria et al., 2011). Target stimuli are either shown at the54

end of or are embedded within the rhythmic sequence. Only targets presented in phase with the rhythm55

are temporally predictable, while arrhythmically presented targets are unpredictable. In temporal cueing56

experiments (Correa et al., 2004; Coull and Nobre, 1998; Griffin et al., 2001, 2002; Jepma et al., 2012;57

Miniussi et al., 1999) a signal predicts the delay between cue and target (e.g. 200 ms vs. 800 ms) with58

List of abbreviations:

TE – temporal expectation/ temporal expectancy
IE – inverse efficiency
MSI – multisensory interplay
EEG – electroencephalography
A – audio/ auditory
V – visual
AV – audiovisual
RT – response time
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a certain probability (e.g. 75%), in close resemblance to spatial cueing paradigms (Posner et al., 1980;59

Posner, 1980). Here, TE can be manipulated on a trial-by-trial basis, whereas belief about cue validity60

builds up over time. There is corroborating evidence from both rhythm and cueing studies indicating61

that temporal predictability of events enables us to create temporal expectations which in turn improve62

performance: they enhance detectability of targets, increase accuracy in discrimination tasks (e.g. fre-63

quency judgement), and decrease response times (Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014). The third approach64

investigating TE utilizes foreperiod paradigms (Lange and Röder, 2006; Lange et al., 2003; Niemi and65

Näätänen, 1981; Rolke and Hofmann, 2007; Westheimer and Ley, 1996) in which hazard rates – the66

conditional probability of the occurrence of a target given that it has not yet been presented – are ma-67

nipulated (Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014). In particular, the cue-target delay (i.e. the foreperiod) is varied68

between blocks (e.g. short or long foreperiod); temporal regularities are not explicitly cued, thus tempo-69

ral expectation builds up over trials. In these studies performance consistently decreases with increasing70

foreperiod duration, and it has been suggested that this might be due to participant’s decreased tempo-71

ral precision or participant’s higher temporal uncertainty with increasing cue-target intervals (Klemmer,72

1956; Näätänen and Merisalo, 1977; Näätänen et al., 1974; Niemi and Näätänen, 1981).73

The paradigms above all have in common that the effects of temporal attention were tested implicitly74

– i.e. knowledge about time-of-target-occurrence was not explicitly assessed – but nevertheless, the75

temporal predictable context improved performance. Another line of research directly investigated the76

representation of time using temporal bisection tasks and switch paradigms (Akdoğan and Balcı, 2016;77

Balci et al., 2009; Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006; Çavdaroğlu et al., 2014; Çoşkun et al., 2015;78

Freestone et al., 2015) among other tasks. Results from both human and animal studies revealed that79

participants were able to base their temporal decisions on – sometimes noisy – time estimates. The80

noise intrinsic in these time estimates can be due to exogenous factors (variability of external sources)81

and additionally due to the endogenous properties of the temporal representations. Concordantly, several82

computational models have been put forward to account for the observed effects including pacemaker83

accumulator and drift diffusion models (see e.g. for a recent review Balcı and Simen, 2016). Given84

several similarities between explicit and implicit timing results, intrinsic temporal estimators such as85

pacemaker accumulators might be used for both, the explicit and implicit use of temporal regularities.86

Another similarity of the paradigms mentioned above is that they investigate temporal attention ex-87

plicitly or implicitly but in the absence of additional — potentially distracting — information. Indeed,88

in most of these studies, the target is presented in isolation and can easily be perceived as target (e.g.89
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targets are colour coded, presented at the end of sequences, or presented in isolation after the cue, and90

thus are quite obvious). In the last years, novel paradigms have been designed to create more ecologi-91

cally valid contexts with distracting information and with targets which are less obvious (e.g. Jaramillo92

and Zador, 2011; Shen and Alain, 2011). Among them are attentional blink studies (stimulus sequences93

with an embedded target and probe; e.g. Shen and Alain, 2011, 2012) and studies combining foreperiod94

with rhythmic designs in which the hazard rate of targets – which themselves are hidden in a sequence95

of distracting stimuli – varies (Jaramillo and Zador, 2011).96

A different promising approach to investigate temporal expectation in more ecologically valid context97

could include the use of multisensory stimuli, as many real-life events stimulate more than one sense.98

Concordantly, there is evidence that seeing lip movements can enhance speech perception (Grant and99

Greenberg, 2001; Reisberg et al., 1987; Risberg and Lubker, 1978; Sumby and Pollack, 1954) and that100

multisensory perception also improves later memory retrieval (Luria, 1968; Shams and Seitz, 2008).101

Moreover, several psychophysical studies indicate that redundant multisensory stimulation can improve102

performance relative to unisensory stimulation (Alais and Burr, 2004; Driver and Noesselt, 2008; Forster103

et al., 2002; Gondan et al., 2005; Jaekl and Harris, 2009; Noesselt et al., 2010; Parise et al., 2012; Sinnett104

et al., 2008; Stevenson et al., 2014; Talsma et al., 2007; Van der Burg et al., 2008) and some have pointed105

at enhanced MSI with less reliable sensory input (Beauchamp et al., 2010; Meredith and Stein, 1983,106

1986b; Werner and Noppeney, 2010) and with increasing uncertainty (Körding et al., 2007). Hence107

a manipulation of uncertainty or stimulus reliability should affect the strength of MSI. Concordantly,108

studies on visual perception modulated by sound revealed that visual sensitivity for less reliable visual109

stimuli is improved by simultaneously presenting an irrelevant, uninformative sound (e.g. Jaekl and110

Harris, 2009; Noesselt et al., 2010; Van der Burg et al., 2008), and that performance increases non-111

linearly when target information is doubled (presenting an audiovisual target instead of just auditory or112

visual target; e.g. Gondan et al., 2005). Therefore it is at least conceivable that multisensory stimulation113

– potentially by means of its higher informational content – can aid the statistical learning mechanisms114

(Barakat et al., 2013) underlying the built-up of temporal expectation. However, to our knowledge there115

is to date little experimental support for this hypothesis.116

Several studies have looked into the relationship how spatial and modality-specific attention interacts117

with multisensory integration but with mixed results (e.g. Alsius et al., 2005; Bertelson et al., 2000;118

Mozolic et al., 2008; Shore and Simic, 2005; Vroomen et al., 2001; Werkhoven et al., 2009). Only few119

studies investigated the interplay of cross-modal effects and temporal expectations (Bolger et al., 2013;120
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Jones, 2015; Lange and Röder, 2006; Menceloglu et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2012; Mühlberg et al., 2014)121

but they focused on other aspects than the influence of multisensory stimulation on temporal expectation122

in their studies. For instance, Lange and Röder (2006) used a temporal attention paradigm and tested123

whether knowledge about temporal regularities in one modality can be transferred to another modality124

(though note that no combined multisensory signals were presented). In each block, participants were125

instructed to attend to either short or long cue-target delays and to either auditory or tactile stimuli.126

Lange and Röder (2006) observed shortened response times (RT) for temporally expected targets. Re-127

markably, they also observed that RTs were faster for stimuli in the unattended modality when presented128

at expected time points — supporting the notion that knowledge about temporal regularities is stored129

as a supramodal representation (for similar findings see Bolger et al., 2013; Jones, 2015; Miller et al.,130

2012). Mühlberg et al. (2014) used a similar crossmodal transfer paradigm as Lange and Röder (2006)131

and tested visual-tactile stimulus combinations. Instead of attending certain foreperiod-modality com-132

binations, participants received block-wise information about target interval and modality probabilities.133

More importantly, the likelihoods of occurrence (early, late) of the primary, most likely target (e.g visual)134

and the secondary target (e.g tactile) were manipulated (early primary target implies late secondary target135

and vice versa). The authors hypothesized that performance of the secondary target should be boosted at136

the expected time point – i.e. time when the primary target is expected – if temporal attention operates137

supramodally. In clear contradistinction to Lange and Röder (2006), Mühlberg et al. (2014) observed138

temporal expectation effects only for the primary but not for the secondary modality when presented139

early and RT effects for late targets suggested modality-specific mechanisms. This difference between140

studies with regard to modality-specific vs. supramodal temporal expectations might be due to different141

modality combinations, task instructions and paradigms used in the two studies.142

Another recent study Menceloglu et al. (2016) investigated the interplay of temporal predictability,143

modality-specific attention and the congruency of visual and spoken syllables. In particular, Menceloglu144

and colleagues tested which of two modalities (auditory or visual) was more likely to be affected by co-145

stimulation in a second, unattended modality when the onset of the semantic stimuli (i.e. syllables) were146

temporally predictable. To this end, the authors presented auditory targets with congruent or incongruent147

visual stimuli and vice versa, with a short or long delay after a warning cue. When targets were tempo-148

rally expected, RT slowing due to incongruent stimulation in the second modality was more pronounced149

for visual distractors than for auditory distractors. The authors concluded that temporal expectation are150

affected by (in)congruent audiovisual semantic stimuli and that the transfer between visual and audi-151

tory information is asymmetrical with increased weight of unattended visual signals during temporal152
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expectation. Although the authors included redundant multisensory stimulation in their experiment, it153

remains unclear whether redundant stimulation affects temporal expectations differently than unisen-154

sory stimulation (as unisensory stimuli were not presented), and whether any interplay can be observed155

with non-semantic stimuli as there is some evidence that audiovisual speech stimuli favour visual inputs156

since lip movements precede the spoken syllable by up to 100 ms (Schroeder et al., 2008) and are thus157

different from simple audiovisual events. Finally, the study by Menceloglu et al. (2016) observed no158

interaction effects on accuracy measures. Hence, it remains unresolved whether multisensory temporal159

expectation effects are limited to differential response preparation, or whether multisensory temporal160

expectations can in fact enhance sensory representations and improve discrimination sensitivity.161

We therefore aimed at investigating the interplay of temporal predictability and multisensory stimula-162

tion under varying levels of uncertainty in humans, focused on discrimination sensitivity and modified an163

established unisensory paradigm (Jaramillo and Zador, 2011) to this end. 1 Jaramillo and Zador (2011)164

had investigated auditory temporal expectation effects in rodents. In their paradigm, a sequence of ran-165

dom pure tones was presented during each trial. A target tone (wobble of either a low or high frequency166

sound) was embedded in each sequence. Rodents had to discriminate the target sound frequency. To167

induce temporal expectation, Jaramillo and Zador (2011) manipulated the frequency of target positions168

within the stimulus sequence and within blocks. In “expect early blocks”, targets were presented at early169

positions in the majority (85%) of trials and at late positions in remaining trials. In “expect late blocks”,170

the likelihood of early and late target occurrence was reversed. Comparing early targets in “early blocks”171

(expected targets) with early targets in “late blocks” (unexpected targets), the authors reported that ro-172

dents showed improved performance and RTs in expected (relative to unexpected) early target trials.173

While the authors used an ecologically valid experimental design, it remains unclear whether it can eas-174

ily be applied to untrained humans, and – most importantly – how multisensory stimulation would affect175

temporal expectation. To test for an effect of multisensory stimulation on TE in humans, we presented176

sequences of auditory, visual, and audiovisual stimuli (synchronous auditory and visual sequences) in177

this study. As in Jaramillo and Zador (2011), temporal expectation was manipulated across blocks: in178

“expect early blocks”, targets were more likely to appear early within the stimulus sequence and in “ex-179

pect late blocks”, targets were more likely to appear late within the stimulus sequence. Auditory and180

visual targets were defined by deviating frequencies (either low or high) relative to distractor stimuli181

1One possibility to increase the ecological validity of experimental designs when investigating TE is to include distracting
information. Here, we favoured Jaramillo & Zador’s paradigm as other ecologically valid paradigms (which also present
target stimuli among distracting stimuli) have often investigated the effects of temporal expectation on the attentional blink
(perception of a target following a primary target). However, investigating the attentional blink was not an aim of our study.
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frequencies. We hypothesized that temporal expectation should lead to an increase in perceptual sensi-182

tivity in expected relative to unexpected trials. Furthermore, RTs should be shortened in expected trials.183

Finally, the effect of temporal expectation should be most pronounced for multisensory targets.184

We tested these hypotheses in a series of 6 experiments. As the strength of multisensory interplay185

can be affected by stimulus uncertainty, we manipulated two sources of uncertainty, spatial congruency186

of audiovisual stimuli and target modality to investigate whether this has any further effect on TE. In187

particular we tested the effect of uni- vs. multisensory stimulation on temporal expectation under dif-188

ferent levels of noise (low and high spatial and modality-specific target uncertainty) in Experiments 1-4.189

Spatial uncertainty was manipulated by presenting auditory and visual stimuli in close proximity (low190

uncertainty) versus presenting auditory stimuli via headphones (high uncertainty). Modality-specific191

target uncertainty was manipulated by presenting either multisensory and unisensory sequences (with192

the respective audiovisual or unisensory visual or auditory targets; low uncertainty) or only multisen-193

sory sequences with audiovisual or unisensory visual or auditory targets — the latter together with a194

non-target in the second modality (high uncertainty). 2 In the first four experiments, hazard rates were195

held constant and we always used the identical early and late target position out of eleven possible posi-196

tions. In control experiments 5-6, we tested for the effect of different hazard rates (Exp.5) and multiple197

potential target positions (Exp.6) on temporal expectation. To anticipate, we observed consistent TE198

effects on perceptual sensitivity only in multisensory contexts with redundant audiovisual targets.199

2 General Methods200

The General Methods section is based on the design of Experiment 1. As all other experiments are201

variations of Experiment 1, only deviations from its methods are stated in the following experiment-202

specific methods sections below.203

2Note that we use the term ’uncertainty’, commonly used in the decision theory literature, to indicate that participants had to
make a decision about target frequency when they couldn’t predict its upcoming spatial position or modality (dependent
on the experiment). Especially, in the case of spatial uncertainty other terms such as spatial coincidence or congruence
could have been used. However, these terms relate more closely to a physical property of the stimulus (namely its spatial
position) rather than to participants’ uncertainty. Furthermore, the term uncertainty allows us to refer to both, uncertainty
in space and about target modality alike.
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2.1 Participants204

In all experiments, participants were tested after giving signed informed consent. Volunteers who re-205

ported any neurological or psychiatric disorders or reduced and uncorrected visual acuity were excluded206

from the study. Participants were also excluded if they expressed a severe response bias (one response207

option used in more than 65% of all trials) and/or performance well below chance level in one or more208

conditions (accuracy below 25%). Testing of participants in each experiment continued until a total of209

30 participants – given the exclusion criteria – was reached. This study was approved by the local ethics210

committee of the Otto-von-Guericke University, Magdeburg.211

2.2 Apparatus and stimuli212

The experiment was programmed using the Psychophysics Toolbox (Version 3; Brainard, 1997) and213

Matlab 2012b (Mathworks Inc.). Stimuli were presented on a LCD screen (22′′, 120 Hz, SAMSUNG214

2233RZ) with optimal timing and luminance accuracy for vision researches (Wang and Nikolić, 2011).215

Resolution was set to 1650x1080 pixels and the refresh rate to 60 Hz. Participants were seated in216

front of the monitor at a distance of 102 cm (eyes to fixation point). Responses were collected with217

a wireless mouse (Logitech M325). Accurate timing of stimuli (<= 1 ms) and the mouse (<= 10 ms)218

was confirmed with a BioSemi Active-Two EEG amplifier system connected with a microphone and219

photodiode. Mouse’s timing precision was confirmed by analysing the jitter between the recorded onset220

of the click sound of the mouse button and the onset of an EEG trigger which was sent immediately after221

the mouse click was recognized by the OS.222

Uni- or multisensory stimulus sequences (pure tones, circles filled with chequerboards, or a combi-223

nation of both) were presented for each trial. Chequerboards subtended 3.07◦ visual angle, and were224

presented above the fixation cross (centre to centre distance of 2.31◦). Sounds were presented from one225

speaker placed on top of the screen (Experiments 1, 3, and 5) at a distance of 7.06◦ from fixation, 4.76◦226

from chequerboard’s centre, and 3.22◦ from chequerboard’s edge (note that this is below the minimal227

vertical audible angle; Strybel and Fujimoto, 2000) or via headphones (Sennheiser HD 650; Experi-228

ments 2, 4, and 6). The speaker was vertically aligned with the centre of the chequerboard stimulus.229

Chequerboards were presented on a dark grey background (RGB: 25.5). The fixation cross (white) was230

presented 2.9◦ above the screen’s centre.231

Chequerboards and sounds could serve as targets or distractors. Visual and auditory target frequencies232
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were individually adjusted to a 75% accuracy level at the beginning of the experiment (see below Proce-233

dure; average target frequency values of all experiments are listed in Table 1). The distractor frequencies234

were jittered randomly between 4.6, 4.9, and 5.2 cycles per degree for chequerboards and between 2975,235

3000, and 3025 Hz for sounds. Furthermore, the intensities for both target and distractor chequerboards236

and sounds were varied randomly throughout the stimulus sequences. The non-white checkers were jit-237

tered between 63.75, 76.5, and 89.25 RGB (average grey value of 76.5 RGB). The sound intensities were238

jittered between 20%, 25%, and 30% of the maximum sound intensity (average of 25% = 52 dB[A]).239

The sound intensity in the experiments with headphones was adjusted to match the sound intensity used240

for speaker experiments. The mean frequencies used are virtually identical across experiments (see Ta-241

ble 1; all Bayes factors - BF01 >= 21.35, indicating an approximate ratio of 25:1 in favour of the null242

hypothesis).243

[Table 1 about here.]244

2.3 Procedure245

Participants were seated in a dark, sound-attenuated chamber. For each trial, a sequence consisting246

of 11 stimuli was presented. Stimulus duration was 100 ms and stimuli were separated by a 100 ms247

gap. All stimuli within a sequence were either auditory, visual, or combined auditory and visual stimuli248

(synchronous presentation). On multisensory trials, targets were always redundant audiovisual stimulus249

pairs, i.e. the stimulus frequency of both modalities was either lower or higher than distractors’ frequen-250

cies. For each trial, we presented one target stimulus or target stimulus pair (audiovisual sequences) at251

the 3rd (onset at 400 ms, early target) or 9th position (onset at 1600 ms, late target) of the sequence252

(see below control Exp. 6 for a test of stimulus position on TE). Participants were instructed to main-253

tain fixation throughout the experiment and were told that a target was present in each trial. They were254

required to discriminate the frequency (low or high) of the target as quickly and accurately as possi-255

ble using a 2-alternative forced-choice procedure. One thumb for each response option was used (key256

bindings were counterbalanced across participants), and the response recording started with the onset of257

the first stimulus of the sequence and up to 1500 ms after sequence’s offset (see Analysis section below258

for the definition of the response window for valid responses). Each trial ended either after the partici-259

pant’s response or else after 1500 ms if no response was registered, and was followed by a 200 - 400 ms260

inter-trial-interval (see Fig. 1 for design).261

The experiment contained three sessions: an initial training session to familiarise participants with262
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the task, a threshold determination session, and the main experiment. During training (24 trials) and263

threshold determination blocks (144 trials), we presented unisensory sequences only (auditory or vi-264

sual). Low and high frequency, early and late occurring, and auditory and visual targets were balanced265

in these blocks. There were always 2 threshold determination blocks. After threshold acquisition, visual266

and auditory stimuli were individually adjusted to 75% accuracy for all of the aforementioned condi-267

tions. In the main experiment, separated into 6 blocks (168 trials per block, i.e. 1008 trials total), we268

presented all stimulus types (unisensory auditory and visual and multisensory stimuli) and modulated269

temporal expectation by presenting different numbers of early and late targets within blocks. A 86%270

likelihood of early target occurrence (always at the 3rd position) and a 14% likelihood of late targets271

(9th position) within the stimulus sequence was used for “expect early” blocks. In “expect late” blocks,272

early target occurrence was reduced to 43%. We chose this procedure instead of a complete reversal of273

probabilities in order to obtain a robust estimate of the performance in unexpected early trials (thereby274

modifying Jaramillo and Zador’s original paradigm). Expected and unexpected blocks (3 blocks each)275

alternated throughout the experiment, and the type of the first block was counterbalanced across partic-276

ipants. Importantly, participants were naive with regard to the changing likelihoods of target position277

across blocks.278

Within each block, the number of trials was balanced with regard to sequence types and target fre-279

quencies. Additionally, the number of auditory, visual, and multisensory stimuli, early and late, and280

low and high targets was balanced across each quarter of blocks. Thereby, we allowed for a systematic281

increase of temporal expectation throughout each block. Note that although balanced, the presentation282

within each quarter was randomized. Trials, in which participants had failed to respond in the predefined283

response window, were repeated at the end of each block’s quarter without the participant’s knowledge284

and until they gave a response to avoid trial loss. Across participants, the maximum number of repeated285

trials was 113 (sum of all repeated trials across conditions for 1 experiment and participant). However,286

the average number of repetitions in each experiment was very small: only 0-2 trials were repeated in287

each condition (average of 2 - 10 repeated trials across conditions).288

[Figure 1 about here.]289

2.4 Analysis290

In accord with previous studies (Coull and Nobre, 1998; Griffin et al., 2001; Jaramillo and Zador, 2011;291

Lange and Röder, 2006; Lange et al., 2003; Mühlberg et al., 2014; Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014; Sanders,292
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1975), only early targets were initially used for the computation of the temporal expectation effect (i.e.293

higher performance for expected than unexpected targets). By comparing early targets, we were also294

able to rule out any effects of hazard rates on our TE effects as hazard rates (i.e. the time point of target295

occurrence) were identical for both types of early targets (expected vs. unexpected). Additionally, we296

used an orthogonal task (frequency judgement) to avoid confounds by task-presentation overlaps (e.g.297

temporal task). Late targets were excluded from initial analysis as they might be easily expected (see298

also Jaramillo and Zador, 2011; Lange and Röder, 2006; Lange et al., 2003; Mühlberg et al., 2014;299

Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014), and temporal attention benefits require some degree of stimulus-related300

uncertainty (Lange and Röder, 2006; Lange et al., 2003; Mühlberg et al., 2014; Nobre and Rohenkohl,301

2014) unlike here as late targets in our study were entirely predictable. However, for completeness302

we computed an additional analysis for the late targets to confirm whether temporal attention is indeed303

absent from wholly predictable situations.304

For all analyses, trials were included with RTs ranging between 150 – 3000 ms (response window)305

after target onset (resulting in the average exclusion of 1.8 - 3.3% of all trials across experiments). Fur-306

thermore, performance of low and high frequency targets were collapsed, as performance was adjusted307

to 75% accuracy across both target types; a confirmatory analysis revealed no significant difference for308

low vs. high frequency targets (Bayes factor - BF01 = 2.648, indicating an approximate ratio of 3:1 in309

favour of the null hypothesis). To quantify the effects of modality (auditory, visual, audiovisual) and310

temporal expectation (expected vs. unexpected), we used a perceptual sensitivity index d′ (Green and311

Swets, 1966) for two-alternative forced choice (2AFC) tasks. We calculated d′ as follows:312

d′ =
√

2 ∗ z(pHit), (1)

where z denotes the normal inverse cumulative distribution function and pHit denotes the proportion313

of correct trials in the frequency judgement task. As second measure, we used mean RTs.314

Matlab 2012b (Mathworks Inc.) and IBM SPSS Statistics software (version 22.0.0.1) were used for315

statistical analysis. RTs and d′ were subjected to repeated measures ANOVA with factors modality316

and Temporal Expectancy (expected, unexpected). Post-hoc tests in all analyses were one-sided t-tests317

due to our one-sided hypotheses (i.e. expected targets should have higher accuracy and lower RT than318

unexpected targets; see Introduction). P-values were Bonferroni-corrected (pBF) to account for multiple319

comparisons if appropriate. We used η2 as computed in SPSS as measure of effect size (η2 in the range320
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of .2 to .8 can be roughly transformed into Cohen’s f by doubling the value). Note that multivariate321

(Pillai-Spur) instead of the univariate test results will be reported as this procedure is generally suggested322

for strong and frequent violations of the sphericity assumption (which holds for the first 4 experiments,323

especially for the RTs) because multivariate results do not rely on the sphericity assumption (Stevens,324

1992). Importantly, this procedure does not inflate positive results as multivariate tests tend to be more325

conservative than univariate.326

3 Experiments 1 - 4: TE differently affects d′ and RTs for uni- and327

multisensory events under uncertainty328

3.1 Experiment 1: Methods and Results329

In the first experiment, we tested whether temporal expectations can be induced with unisensory visual,330

auditory, and audiovisual stimulation in humans, and whether these effects differ across modalities.331

To this end, visual, auditory, and audiovisual stimulus sequences were employed and all presented se-332

quences contained target stimuli (low modality-specific target uncertainty). For auditory presentation, a333

speaker was placed in close vicinity to the visual stimuli to maximise multisensory interplay (Stein and334

Meredith, 1993, see top row of Fig. 1 for a depiction of the experimental design).335

[Figure 2 about here.]336

In Experiment 1, we tested 34 participants. Four participants were excluded (see General Methods337

for exclusion criteria). 30 participants (mean age: 24.5 ± 2.7 SD; 13 women, 17 men; 2 left-handed)338

were used for analysis. Mean d′ and RTs are displayed in the top panel of Fig. 2. Repeated-measures339

ANOVAs revealed that participants’ perceptual sensitivity was enhanced (main effect of TE; d′ of 1.203340

and 1.032, respectively; F(1,29) = 28.237, p < .001, η2 = .493) and RTs were faster (RT of 1543.47 ms341

a 1667.71 ms, respectively; F(1,29) = 33.265, p < .001, η2 = .534) for expected rather than unexpected342

target stimuli. Furthermore, d′ was increased for audiovisual compared to auditory and visual targets343

(main effect of modality: F(2,28) = 8.939, p = .001, η2 = .39). This beneficial effect was also present344

for RTs, with participants responding faster on multisensory target trials (F(2,28) = 11.641, p < .001,345

η2 = .454). The interactions for d′ (F(2,28) = .648, p < .648) failed to reach significance. For RT we346

found that TE effects were smaller and less significant in the visual condition compared to auditory and347

audiovisual conditions (F(2,28) = 4.53, p = .02, η2 = .244). All post-hoc test results can be found in348
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Tables 2 and 3.349

[Table 2 about here.]350

[Table 3 about here.]351

3.2 Experiment 2: Methods and Results352

In Experiment 1, we maximised the effects of multisensory context by presenting visual and auditory353

stimuli in close proximity. In Experiment 2, we tested whether audiovisual spatial incongruence affects354

temporal expectation by presenting auditory stimuli via headphones, i.e. from a spatial location different355

from the visual stimulation. Previous neurophysiological studies on audiovisual interplay had suggested356

that MSI is maximal if audiovisual stimulation have a spatially congruent source. However, some stud-357

ies on temporal processing suggest that spatial congruence is less relevant in temporal and identification358

tasks (Diederich and Colonius, 2004; Doyle and Snowden, 2001; Jones and Jarick, 2006; Kadunce et al.,359

2001; Keetels and Vroomen, 2007; Noesselt et al., 2005; Recanzone, 2003; Spence, 2013; Stein et al.,360

1996; Van der Burg et al., 2008; Vroomen and Keetels, 2006), and many studies on audiovisual interplay361

have in fact used headphones (Bischoff et al., 2007; Di Luca et al., 2009; Diederich and Colonius, 2004;362

Fujisaki and Nishida, 2007; Keuss et al., 1990; Roach et al., 2006; Soto-Faraco et al., 2005; Wada et al.,363

2003). Here, with auditory stimuli presented via headphones, the spatial position of the upcoming stimu-364

lus sequence was unpredictable (frontal screen and/or headphone; high spatial uncertainty) as compared365

to Experiment 1 (always frontal and thereby always predictable; low spatial uncertainty). Another way366

of inducing spatial uncertainty would have been to use several speaker position. However, this procedure367

might have induced the ventriloquist illusion in some participants and would have unduly increased the368

number of experimental conditions. We therefore adopted a different approach and used headphones369

instead. All other methods and analyses used were identical to the General Methods/Experiment 1. The370

experimental design is depicted in the top row of Fig. 1.371

We tested an independent sample of 33 naive participants. Three participants were excluded (see372

General Methods for exclusion criteria). Data from 30 participants (mean age: 23.1 ± 3.4 SD; 18373

women, 12 men; all right-handed) were used for analysis.374

The bottom panel of Fig. 2 displays mean d′ and RT values. Again, the repeated measures ANOVA375

of perceptual sensitivity revealed significant main effects of expectancy and modality; importantly, the376

interaction was also significant. In particular, d′ was larger for expected than unexpected stimuli (1.173377
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and .931, respectively; F(1,29) = 24.696, p < .001, η2 = .46) and larger for multi- than unisensory378

target stimuli (F(2, 28) = 21.192, p < .001, η2 = .602). Additionally, enhanced d′ values were only379

found for auditory and audiovisual targets but not for visual ones (F(2,28) = 8.413, p = .001, η2 = .375,380

see Table 2 for details of post-hoc t-tests). For RT, the pattern of results was almost identical: Responses381

were faster when stimuli were expected (1655.108 ms vs. 1791.894 ms; F(1,29) = 20.64, p < .001,382

η2 = .416) and faster when stimuli were multisensory (F(2, 28) = 18.733, p < .001, η2 = .572). Again,383

we found that TE effects – like in Experiment 1 – were smaller and less significant in the visual condition384

compared to auditory and audio-visual stimuli (F(2,28) = 8.415, p = .001, η2 = .375, see Table 3 for385

details).386

3.3 Experiment 3: Methods and Results387

One potential explanation for the pattern of results observed in Experiment 2 could be that participants388

preferentially focused their attention on only one modality. This could have been the auditory modality389

as an effect of TE was present for unisensory auditory sequences (and audiovisual sequences) while ab-390

sent in the visual modality. Thus, in the multisensory context, the TE effect might exclusively have been391

driven by the auditory modality. In accord, many previous studies have reported an auditory dominance392

in temporal tasks (Bertelson and Aschersleben, 1998; Fendrich and Corballis, 2001; Guttman et al.,393

2005; King and Nelken, 2009; Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014; Recanzone, 2003; Repp and Penel, 2002;394

Shipley, 1964; Wada et al., 2003; Welch et al., 1986). To investigate whether modality-specific attention395

had an influence on the previous results, target occurrence in a particular modality (uni- and multi-396

sensory targets) was manipulated in Experiments 3 and 4. To this end, we presented only audiovisual397

sequences, BUT targets were as before either unisensory (auditory or visual) or redundant multisensory398

targets (high target uncertainty). Thus, to perform the task, participants were forced to equally monitor399

both modalities on each trial to be able to detect the target. The number of pure auditory, pure visual400

and multisensory targets was again balanced (33 percent each). As in Experiment 1, a speaker was used401

for auditory stimulation (low spatial uncertainty). All other methods and analyses used are identical to402

the General Methods. The experimental paradigm is depicted in the middle row of Fig. 1.403

We tested an independent sample of 41 naive participants. Eleven participants were excluded (see404

General Methods for exclusion criteria). 30 participants (mean age: 24.3 ± 3.6 SD; 21 women, 9 men;405

4 left-handed) were used for analysis. Note that the higher number of excluded participants could not be406

attributed to a specific stimulus condition, but rather to a higher number of inexperienced participants due407
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to the beginning of a new term. Concordantly, half of the excluded participants showed low performance408

in auditory and half in visual conditions. Given similar average performance between Experiments 3 and409

4, we suspect that the excluded individuals in Experiment 3 had to invest more effort to perform the task410

and did not succeed in some conditions.411

The results are displayed in the top row of Fig. 3 and the repeated measures ANOVAs with the main412

effects of expectancy and target modality corroborated the results of Experiment 1. Main effects for both413

measures (d′ and RT) reached significance. In particular, responses for expected stimuli were more ac-414

curate (.893 vs. .754; F(1,29) = 17.976, p < .001, η2 = .383) and faster (1647.883 ms and 1748.324 ms;415

F(1,29) = 21.223, p < .001, η2 = .423). Furthermore, performance in the multisensory target condition416

exceeded performance in the auditory and visual conditions (d′ (F(2,28) = 53.543, p < .001, η2 = .793);417

RT (F(2,28) = 57.935, p < .001, η2 = .805). As in Experiment 1, the interaction term did not reach418

significance for d′ (F(2,28) = .352, p = .706), and additionally not for RT (F(2,28) = .729, p = .492).419

This pattern of results suggests that the effects found in Experiment 2 cannot be solely attributed to420

modality-specific attention to the auditory domain, as the multisensory TE effect remains the same and421

is not attenuated, if participants successfully focus on both modalities (as indexed by unisensory auditory422

and visual TE effects in Experiment 3).423

[Figure 3 about here.]424

3.4 Experiment 4: Methods and Results425

In the last two experiments (Experiments 2 and 3), we tested if introducing either spatial or modality-426

specific uncertainty in isolation would affect temporal expectations in multisensory contexts, but failed427

to find any effects. In Experiment 4, we combined both uncertainties and tested whether temporal ex-428

pectation is affected by high spatial plus high target uncertainty conditions. To this end, we presented429

only audiovisual sequences with unisensory and multisensory targets (high modality-specific target un-430

certainty) and used headphones (high spatial uncertainty). All other methods and analyses are identical431

to the General Methods. The experimental paradigm is depicted in the middle row of Fig. 1.432

Again, 33 naive participants were tested and three of them were excluded (see General Methods for433

exclusion details). 30 participants (mean age: 23.9 ± 3.7 SD; 22 women, 8 men; 2 left-handed) were434

used for analysis.435

The results are displayed in the bottom row of Fig. 3. As with all previous experiments, expected436
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targets led to higher d′ values (.921 vs. .835; F(1,29) = 6.23, p = .018, η2 = .177) and faster RTs437

(1609.76 ms vs. 1689.055 ms; F(1,29) = 16.723, p < .001, η2 = .366). d′ was increased for multi-438

compared to unisensory stimuli (F(2,28) = 34.113, p < .001, η2 = .709) and responses were also faster439

(F(2,28) = 35.467, p < .001, η2 = .717). Furthermore, we found an interaction effect for d′, and440

this time the temporal expectation effect was only carried by multisensory stimuli (F(2,28) = 5.339,441

p = .011, η2 = .276) — with both unisensory visual and auditory targets expressing a reduced effect442

of temporal expectancy (post-hoc test results can be found in Tables 2). The interaction for RTs was443

not significant (F(1,28) = 1.664, p = .208). Together, the pattern of results suggest that with increased444

level of uncertainty, TE effects for multisensory contexts remain stable, while they are reduced if less445

information is available.446

4 Control Experiment 5-6: TE effects scale with early-late target447

ratio but are unaffected by specific target position448

4.1 Experiment 5: Methods and Results449

The previous experiments provided robust evidence that temporal attention was directed to (expected)450

or away from (unexpected) particular instants in time. However, in the previous experiments, we only451

used one predefined ratio of early and late target occurrences. This experimental design does not rule out452

that temporal attention in our paradigm operates on a rather global level and just computes early vs. late453

likelihood on a coarse scale. If, on the other hand, temporal attention is based on a fine-grained analysis454

of probabilities, we would predict that performance systematically decreases when the likelihood of455

early targets decreases. To this end, we conducted an experiment in which we varied the likelihood456

of early targets across blocks. As Experiments 1 through 4 revealed robust TE effects for audiovisual457

stimuli with audiovisual targets, we restricted the following experiments to audiovisual stimuli. Note458

that we still varied the spatial certainty (speakers: Exp. 5 ; headphones: Exp. 6) to confirm that the459

effects in purely audiovisual context are – as in Exp. 1-4 – unaffected by spatial proximity.460

In Experiment 5, we tested an independent sample of 32 naive participants. Two participants were461

excluded. 30 participants (mean age: 21.7 ± 2.9 SD; 20 women, 10 men; 6 left–handed) were used462

for analysis. The stimulation protocol was identical to the General Methods except for the following463

changes. In the main experiment, we presented only audiovisual sequences with audiovisual targets.464
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Instead of presenting 2 block types (expect early and expect late), we presented 6 different block types465

(168 trials each) with varying early-late target ratios. The probability of early targets was set to 14%,466

29%, 43%, 57%, 71%, or 86%. The probability of late targets was set to 100% minus the probability467

of early targets. We balanced the early target probability of the first block across participants and ran-468

domized the order of the remaining probabilities. RTs and d′ were analysed with 1-factorial repeated469

measures ANOVA with factor early target probability (14% to 86% early targets).470

Average d′ and RT values are displayed in the top panel of Fig. 4. The results show an almost perfect471

linear trend (see Fig. 4). d′ systematically decreased with decreasing early target probability (F(5,25) =472

7.102, p < .001, η2 = .587; evidence for linear relationship: F(1,29) = 35.429, p < .001, η2 = .55) while473

RTs systematically increased (F(5,25) = 8.944, p < .001, η2 = .641; evidence for linear relationship:474

F(1,29) = 40.564, p < .001, η2 = .583). Hence, the pattern of results strongly suggests that TE is based475

on a fine-grained analysis of the probability of early target presentations.476

[Figure 4 about here.]477

4.2 Experiment 6: Methods and Results478

In all previous experiments, only a single early and one late target position were used. However,479

Jaramillo and Zador (2011) reported effects of temporal expectancy for unisensory auditory streams480

using 2 adjacent target positions (3rd and 4th position). This indicates that temporal expectancy does481

not necessarily foster a single point in time but may be spanned over a larger time period. In our last482

experiment, we jittered the early target position to investigate the effect of target position on temporal483

expectancy. If temporal expectancy operates over a larger time window, we should see similar temporal484

expectancy effects across target positions. However, if temporal expectancy operates only in a narrow485

time window, temporal expectancy effects should either be absent or largest for the centre of the temporal486

positions.487

We tested an independent sample of 34 naive participants. Four participants were excluded (see488

General Methods for exclusion criteria). 30 participants (mean age: 23.5 ± 3.5 SD; 21 women, 9 men; 5489

left-handed) were used for analysis. The stimulation protocol and analyses were identical to the General490

Methods except for the following changes. In the main experiment, we presented only audiovisual491

sequences with audiovisual targets. Importantly, targets could appear in the sequence at positions 2,492

3, or 4 (early positions) and 8, 9, or 10 (late positions). We balanced the number of trials of each493
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position across blocks’ quarters. Furthermore, the trial number was balanced across positions within494

each position type (early and late positions). Note, that for statistical analyses, the factors temporal495

expectancy and target position (position 2, 3, or 4) were used.496

Average d′ and RT values are displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 4. The only d′ effects were497

found for the factor temporal expectation: values for expected stimuli were higher than for unexpected498

stimuli (1.511 and 1.284, respectively; F(1,29) = 17.068, p < .001, η2 = .37). d′ did not differ for499

target position (F(2,28) = 2.207, p = .129) and we found no interaction (F(2,28) = .681, p = .514). RTs500

were also different for temporal expectation: values for expected stimuli were lower than for unexpected501

stimuli (1386.518 ms and 1555.215 ms, respectively; F(1,29) = 70.957, p < .001, η2 = .71). Again we502

found no interaction (F(2,28) = 2.089, p = .143) but a significant main effect of target position (F(2,28)503

= 20.575, p < .001, η2 = .595). Post-hoc t-tests indicated that responses times were faster when target504

position increased (see Table 3).505

5 Summary late target results506

To confirm that temporal expectancy is only relevant if there is any uncertainty with regard to target507

presentation, we also analysed the late targets. Note that late targets are always expected whenever508

an early target is not presented and perceived (Coull and Nobre, 1998; Griffin et al., 2001; Jaramillo509

and Zador, 2011; Lange and Röder, 2006; Lange et al., 2003; Mühlberg et al., 2014; Nobre and Ro-510

henkohl, 2014; Sanders, 1975). All results and plots can be found in the supplementary material (Sup-511

plement_LateTargets.pdf; url: osf.io/4m26y; Ball, 2017). Here we highlight only the significant find-512

ings.513

In Experiments 1-4 we found neither an TE effect nor and interaction of TE and modality for late514

target d′ and RT. In all 4 Experiments, we found an effect of modality which was due to faster and more515

accurate responses in the audio-visual condition compared to the auditory and visual conditions. Thus,516

although the TE effect vanished for late trials, the multisensory interplay still enhanced performance in517

general.518

In Control-Experiment 5, we again found no effects for RT and d′. However, in Experiment 6, late tar-519

get d′ was influenced by the position of the target with highest performance at the 9th position. Here, late520

target positions varied between the 8th to 10 th position – hence temporal predictability was decreased521

in this case – which resulted in an position effect for the late targets. As for early targets, RT decreased522
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with increasing target position. There was also an interaction of Position and TE, indicating that TE523

might have had an effect as long as the target was presented at the 9th position. A closer look unveiled524

that the TE effect for the 8th position was reversed (unexpected trials faster then expected) which might525

be due to the lower number of trials for the unexpected late targets. Together, the results from the first526

five experiments suggest that TE require at least some temporal unpredictability to occur, in accord with527

earlier studies (Coull and Nobre, 1998; Griffin et al., 2001; Jaramillo and Zador, 2011; Lange and Röder,528

2006; Lange et al., 2003; Mühlberg et al., 2014; Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014; Sanders, 1975) and late529

target data of Experiment 6. Accordingly, TE effects for late targets can only be observed if temporal530

predictability of late targets is reduced (for example by jittering target position, as we did in Experiment531

6 or by introducing catch trials as in Mühlberg et al., 2014).532

5.1 Re-analysis of Experiments 1 - 6533

On reviewers’ request, we re-analysed the data to test whether the choice of our response time restriction534

could affect the pattern of results. To this end, we used only trials in which response times were in the535

range of RTmean ± 2 ∗ STD. The results were virtually identical to our original analyses and can be536

found in the supplementary material (Supplement_AlternativeRTRestriction.pdf; url: osf.io/4m26y;537

Ball, 2017). A minor difference was a slightly less significant main effect of factor temporal expectation538

in Experiment 6 (p = .056).539

6 General Discussion540

In this study, we tested whether participants are able to built up temporal expectations (TE) from tempo-541

ral regularities hidden in the stimulus stream, whether TE is modulated by audiovisual stimulation, and542

whether target and spatial uncertainty would further affect TE in multisensory contexts. In all experi-543

ments, participants were more accurate and faster in discriminating the frequency of expected relative544

to unexpected targets, as predicted. Furthermore, we found a benefit for multisensory over unisensory545

stimulation irrespective of temporal regularities. Most importantly, multisensory stimulation had a pro-546

tective effect on perceptual sensitivity based on temporal regularities when tasks became more difficult547

and spatial and target reliability decreased. Finally, results from control experiments indicate that TE548

operates by weighting the actual probabilities of target occurrence at a given time and that temporal at-549

tention window covered multiple possible target positions (> 500 ms; for further information see below).550
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Our consistent finding in Experiments 1-3 of enhanced processing of auditory targets – based on tem-551

poral regularities within stimulus sequences – translates previous work in non-human animals (Jaramillo552

and Zador, 2011) and demonstrates that Jaramillo and Zadors’s paradigm can be successfully applied to553

study the effect of auditory temporal expectation in humans. Importantly, temporal expectation effects554

were also observed for visual stimuli, hence are not restricted to the auditory modality. Our findings are555

in line with previous studies on temporal expectations in relatively simple unisensory contexts (Correa556

et al., 2004; Coull and Nobre, 1998; Cravo et al., 2013; Griffin et al., 2001, 2002; Jepma et al., 2012;557

Jones et al., 2002; Lange and Röder, 2006; Lange et al., 2003; Mathewson et al., 2010; Miniussi et al.,558

1999; Niemi and Näätänen, 1981; Rohenkohl et al., 2012, 2014; Rolke and Hofmann, 2007; Sanabria559

et al., 2011; Westheimer and Ley, 1996), which also reported enhanced processing of expected stim-560

uli. In addition, our study corroborates rarely investigated topics by showing that temporal expectations561

can be studied in more complex and ecologically valid paradigms (Jaramillo and Zador, 2011; Shen and562

Alain, 2011, 2012) and in the absence of prior knowledge about the manipulation of temporal regularities563

(in line with findings by Beck et al., 2014).564

Most importantly, the most robust TE effects were found for multisensory stimulation with redundant565

multisensory target stimuli, extending previous unisensory research on TE (for an overview see Nobre566

and Rohenkohl, 2014). Our results also extend our understanding of multisensory interplay. In partic-567

ular, previous crossmodal TE research focused solely on the transfer of TE across different modalities568

(i.e. can TE be transfered from vision or audition to touch, and vice versa; Bolger et al., 2013; Jones,569

2015; Lange and Röder, 2006; Miller et al., 2012; Mühlberg et al., 2014), and the weighting of visual570

and auditory inputs in a purely multisensory speech paradigm (no unisensory stimulation was applied;571

Menceloglu et al., 2016). While these previous studies have important implications (see below), none of572

these studies addressed the critical question of whether redundant multisensory stimulation – which is573

known to enhance performance via enhanced sensory representations, as indicated by an increase in d′574

or accuracy (Alais and Burr, 2004; Driver and Noesselt, 2008; Forster et al., 2002; Gondan et al., 2005;575

Jaekl and Harris, 2009; Noesselt et al., 2010; Parise et al., 2012; Sinnett et al., 2008; Stevenson et al.,576

2014; Talsma et al., 2007; Van der Burg et al., 2008) – also interacts with statistical learning based on577

temporal regularities.578

We are the first to show that TE interacts with target modality (auditory vs. visual vs. audio-visual)579

in experiments with increased levels of uncertainty. In Experiment 1, without uncertainty, TE effects580

occurred in unisensory as well as multisensory conditions. In Experiment 2, TE effects were reduced581
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for unisensory visual stimulus sequences when introducing spatial uncertainty by presenting visual and582

auditory stimuli from different position (high spatial uncertainty). However, it could be argued that583

participants simply focused on the auditory stream as the auditory modality provides a better temporal584

resolution, and auditory stimuli are thus better suited for the extraction of temporal regularities and may585

dominate in temporal tasks (Bertelson and Aschersleben, 1998; Fendrich and Corballis, 2001; Guttman586

et al., 2005; King and Nelken, 2009; Lechelt, 1975; Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014; Philippi et al., 2008;587

Recanzone, 2003; Repp and Penel, 2002; Shipley, 1964; Wada et al., 2003; Welch et al., 1986). If such588

a strategy would have always been chosen, we would expect to observe reduced TE effects for visual589

targets in Experiment 3, in which visual, auditory or audiovisual targets were presented in audiovisual590

streams (high target uncertainty). In contrast, a general TE effect was observed, rendering an expla-591

nation based on attention to the auditory domain less likely. In accord, the results from Experiment 4592

do not support an explanation based on modality-specific attention; there, both high target and spatial593

uncertainty were introduced. If spatial uncertainty would have led to a focusing of the auditory domain,594

we would have expected a pattern of results similar to Experiment 2, i.e. reduced TE effects for the vi-595

sual targets. In contrast, in Experiment 4, both visual and auditory targets expressed reduced TE effects.596

Only for audiovisual targets was a TE effect on perceptual sensitivity still present. This pattern of results597

suggests that the effects of multisensory interplay may help to preserve statistical learning of temporal598

regularities in noisy environments. More specifically, participants might utilize unsupervised learning599

strategies as they were naive about temporal regularities, upcoming target modalities and spatial posi-600

tion. While target modality and spatial position were rendered unpredictable by design (especially in the601

high uncertainty experiments), temporal regularities underwent statistical changes across blocks (more602

or less early targets). The higher informational content of the redundant multisensory target allowed603

participants to perceive targets more easily (more clearly or more often), and thereby allowing them to604

make inferences about the most likely time point of target occurrence. In turn, participants were able to605

create some form of summary statistics within blocks (when do targets occur more often) to guide their606

attention in time. We propose that this statistical learning is reflected by the temporal expectation effects607

found in our study.608

Control Experiments 5 and 6 further corroborated this notion. In both experiments, we again repli-609

cated the robust TE effects, even under high spatial uncertainty (Exp. 6). In addition, the last two610

experiments provided further in-depth evidence how temporal attention operates in our paradigm. Ex-611

periment 5 revealed that performance decreased linearly with decreasing early target probability. Hence,612

temporal attention acts on a rather fine-grained level as the ratio of early and late targets shaped perfor-613
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mance gradually. This was true even though the early-late likelihoods changed with beginning of each614

block. Thus, temporal attention is not only capable of a fine-grained analysis of temporal regularities,615

it can also adapt rather quickly to new situations. This finding is in good agreement with findings from616

cueing studies in which temporal attention has to be adapted for each trial (Correa et al., 2004; Coull617

and Nobre, 1998; Griffin et al., 2001, 2002; Jepma et al., 2012; Miniussi et al., 1999) and with studies618

using explicit temporal tasks (Akdoğan and Balcı, 2016; Balci et al., 2009; Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz619

et al., 2006; Çavdaroğlu et al., 2014; Çoşkun et al., 2015; Freestone et al., 2015).620

In addition, the results of Experiment 6 provide further insights into the time interval on which tempo-621

ral attention operates. Earlier studies had reported that the temporal estimates rely heavily on exogenous622

(paradigm induced) and endogenous (participant specific) uncertainties (Akdoğan and Balcı, 2016; Balci623

et al., 2009; Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006; Çavdaroğlu et al., 2014; Çoşkun et al., 2015; Free-624

stone et al., 2015). Thus, the precision with which temporal regularities can be extracted and used is625

variable. There are at least 4 scenarios that can explain our findings. In the first, the focus of temporal626

attention is divided and operates in small time windows around each stimulus presentation (Fig. 5 A).627

In the second scenario, the temporal attention window is broadened and spans across multiple stimuli.628

Here, stimuli are attended equally and the on- and offsets of the window could either be smooth (Fig. 5629

B1) or sharp (rectangular function, Fig. 5 B2). In the third scenario (Fig. 5 C), the attentional window is630

broadened but stimuli are not attended equally. Here the average stimulus position (i.e. the 3rd position631

which is flanked by the 2nd and 4th) is attended more than the flanker positions (which are attended632

equally). Finally, in the fourth scenario, temporal attention operates differently across stimuli. Again,633

temporal attention rises until it peaks for the mean target duration (3rd position) but attention for the634

last stimulus position falls below all others (Fig. 5 D). By visually inspecting the d-prime data in Ex-635

periment 6, the overall performance trajectory for early and late targets (see Fig. 4 and supplementary636

material late targets, first figure, bottom row) favours the fourth scenario (skewed Gaussian distribution).637

While performance is highest for the middle positions (3rd and 9th), it is lower for the first (2nd and638

8th), and even lower for the last positions (4th and 10th). Thus, participants seem to pool information639

of target occurrence over a larger time interval, and shift attention to the middle position. This might640

be attributed to endogenous timing uncertainties, as stimuli are presented in close succession and might641

not be easily perceived as distinct events. Furthermore, upholding attention is resource demanding, so to642

optimize resources allocation, attention would be distributed asymmetrically. If this suggestion is true,643

paying mainly attention to 2nd position would result in a release of attention and therefore, a drop for644

the 3rd and 4th position. If one would mainly attend the 4th position, attention would either have to be645
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uphold (resource demanding), or the window would be shifted so that relevant positions (2nd) would be646

ignored and irrelevant positions (5th) would be attended. Hence, the optimal trade-off between resource647

allocation and performance increase is to attend the average target onset time while focussing less on648

the flanking onset times. Thereby, effects of endogenous timing uncertainty would also be reduced as649

the timing uncertainty would be centred in the middle of the overall target interval. In fact, the idea650

of broader time window, and estimation of the most likely target position to reduced effects of timing651

uncertainty (i.e. a decrease of performance) is in line with studies investigating optimal behaviour in652

temporal studies (Akdoğan and Balcı, 2016; Balci et al., 2009; Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006;653

Çavdaroğlu et al., 2014; Çoşkun et al., 2015; Freestone et al., 2015).654

We also found that participants in Experiment 6 responded slower when targets occurred at the 2nd655

position. This might have been due to a response strategy, as participants apparently tended to withhold656

their response until the end of the sequence. Hence, “target to response” times would be slower for earlier657

positions in the sequence. Although this might have been the general strategy used by participants, it did658

not affect or interact with the temporal expectation effects, strongly suggesting that participants always659

responded slower when targets were unexpected — irrespective of target position (note that expected and660

unexpected early targets used for analyses always occurred at the same target positions). This pattern661

of results indicates that temporal expectation effects in multisensory contexts are, to a large extent,662

unaffected by response strategies.663

[Figure 5 about here.]664

While our results indicate that discrimination sensitivity is more sensitive to capture the cognitive pro-665

cesses underlying TE, previous research on TE had often relied on differences in RT to characterize these666

perceptual and cognitive processes (for an recent overview see Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014). However,667

a modulation of RT could reflect differential motor preparation, while a difference in discrimination668

sensitivity should reflect enhanced sensory representations (Green and Swets, 1966; Prinzmetal et al.,669

2005; van Ede et al., 2012). In our studies the pattern of results differed for the two behavioural mea-670

sures (i.e. perceptual sensitivity and RT). In particular, the critical interaction effect of modality and TE671

was only observed for the sensitivity measure, but not for the RT measures indicating that multisensory672

interplay allowed participants to extract temporal regularities in noisy environments. The selectivity of673

the sensitivity measure for the interplay of multisensory stimulation and TE extends previous studies674

on multisensory interplay (e.g. Jaekl and Harris, 2009; Noesselt et al., 2010) and suggests that sensory675

representation were indeed altered. Thereby, our results significantly extend the one previous study on676
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the interaction of TE and MSI (Menceloglu et al., 2016), as they only reported an interaction of TE and677

MSI for RTs. In contrast, the RT decrease in our experiments for expected stimuli was observed for all678

conditions and might therefore reflect enhanced response preparation for expected stimuli regardless of679

their particular modality or modality combination (see below Section 6.1. for further discussion of po-680

tential response strategies). This difference in RTs between our study and the study by Menceloglu and681

colleagues might be due to the fact, that participants withhold their response until the end of the stim-682

ulus sequence in our paradigm, thereby reducing differential effects. If this is the case, our data does683

not support a generalizable mechanisms proposed by Menecoglu et al. It might rather be that response684

facilitation of visual stimuli occurs in cross-modal TE paradigms whenever a rather “simple” paradigm685

is used. There, the detriments of the visual condition could be compensated by TE to increase overall686

performance. However, this might not be possible when visual targets are not easily identifiable as in687

our experiments.688

Moreover, auditory and visual stimulation may differ in their ability to aid participants to extract689

temporal regularities. Several studies reported that auditory perception outperforms visual perception690

in temporal tasks which led to the notion of auditory dominance for temporal processing (Bertelson691

and Aschersleben, 1998; Fendrich and Corballis, 2001; Guttman et al., 2005; King and Nelken, 2009;692

Nobre and Rohenkohl, 2014; Recanzone, 2003; Repp and Penel, 2002; Shipley, 1964; Wada et al.,693

2003; Welch et al., 1986), as auditory perception has higher temporal resolution and might therefore694

be in a privileged position to extract temporal regularities. This auditory dominance is not restricted to695

the implicit extraction of temporal regularities but extends to situations in which durations (Akdoğan696

and Balcı, 2016; Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006; Freestone et al., 2015) or even the number of697

incidents (e.g. how many flashes have been presented) has to be judged (Lechelt, 1975; Philippi et al.,698

2008) and has been more recently conceptualised by computational models using Bayesian approaches699

(Maiworm and Röder, 2011).700

The aforementioned studies as well as our results question the idea that TE preferentially modulates701

auditory processing by visual information (Menceloglu et al., 2016). Recall that Menceloglu and col-702

leagues presented auditory targets with congruent or incongruent visual stimuli, and visual targets with703

congruent or incongruent auditory stimuli in a temporal attention task. When targets were expected,704

RT slowing due to incongruent stimulation in the second modality was more pronounced for visual dis-705

tractors than for auditory distractors. The authors concluded that temporal expectation increases the706

weight of visual signals, thus, temporal expectation would favour performance in the visual condition.707
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Furthermore, they showed that TE decreases the impact of auditory distractors on visual performance708

and increases the impact of visual distractors on auditory performance. A result of such findings would709

be that performance in the auditory condition is decreased compared to the visual condition, and that710

TE effects are stronger or at least more robust in the visual condition especially under high target uncer-711

tainty (i.e. incongruent condition). One could argue that high target uncertainty in our Experiments 3712

and 4 resemble at least to some extent the incongruent condition (e.g. auditory target with incongruent713

visual target) in Menceloglu et al.’s experiment. Here, targets were not always redundant and some-714

times flanked by a non-target (distractor) in the second modality. However, our results indicate that the715

visual condition was not favoured in these Experiments. If it would have been, we should have found716

higher performance and/or TE effects in the visual condition in Experiments 3 and 4. In general (across717

all experiments), our results revealed overall decreased performance in the visual condition relative to718

auditory and audiovisual conditions, and less incidences of TE. Thus, our findings are in clear contradis-719

tinction to Menceloglu et al. but are in line with findings implicating auditory dominance in temporal720

tasks. However, to reconcile these apparently contradictory findings, it could be argued that seman-721

tic audiovisual stimulation as used by Menceloglu represents a special case of audiovisual integration722

(Doehrmann and Naumer, 2008), and thus interacts differently with temporal regularities.723

6.1 Is behaviour in our temporal expectation task optimal?724

More complex experimental designs, as used here, usually manipulate exogenous uncertainty. However,725

endogenous uncertainty (i.e. noisy internal representations of external stimulus probabilities) might also726

have impacted our results. Several studies reported that for explicit timing tasks performance is close727

to optimal in line with statistical decision theories (e.g. Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006; Çoşkun728

et al., 2015; Freestone et al., 2015). This indicates that participants take into account uncertainties729

introduced by the experimental design (exogenous; e.g. likelihood of target position and pay-offs) but730

also intrinsic uncertainties (endogenous) such as the precision of temporal judgements. In these human731

and animal studies RT tasks were often used with and without the risk to loose rewards when responses732

were too fast or too slow (see e.g. Çoşkun et al., 2015). In our experiment, we asked participants to733

respond as accurately and quickly as possible. However, our RT results strongly suggest that instead734

of making speeded responses, participants relied on choice responses to increase their performance.735

Mean RTs were situated around 1600 ms after early target presentation which amounts to a button press736

around 2000 ms after sequence onset which is almost the end of the sequence. Furthermore, a post-hoc737
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questionnaire supports the notion that participants used this strategy; as almost all participants stated738

that they withhold their response till the end of the sequence to confirm their percept and response739

choice. Such strategy might be often been chosen when a task is difficult (see Berkay et al., 2016, for740

suboptimal performance under noise in rats) and response speed is neither punished nor enforced but is741

clearly suboptimal if insufficient response speed would be linked to detrimental effects (such as the loss742

of reward or, in more ecological context, an accident in traffic due to slow reaction).743

Another suboptimal strategy we observed in our experiments is to shift attention to instances in time744

when target likelihood is maximal. The best strategy one could choose in the current experiment to745

maximise task performance would be to sequentially sample each stimulus and to make a decision746

when evidence of all stimuli of a particular sequence is accumulated. Recall, that participants had to747

determine the target on the basis that it is different from all other stimuli (distractors). However, the748

aforementioned strategy would lead to diminished TE effects as temporal information would become749

irrelevant when using an unbiased sequential sampling strategy. In contrast, we observed TE effects for750

early targets strongly suggesting that participants shifted their attentional focus to the later position in751

late target blocks – which is in principle suboptimal. This pattern was most prominent in Experiment 5,752

in which we observed an decrease in accuracy for early targets which scaled with the ratio of early vs.753

late target likelihoods. Given that the late target always occurred after the early target, there was no754

obvious need to shift attention in the first place as it only decreases performance. Our data suggests755

that it is unlikely that participants actively sampled the individual stimuli but created some form of756

intrinsic, implicit knowledge about the time point at which target likelihood is highest. This time point757

might be subject to endogenous timing uncertainty (Akdoğan and Balcı, 2016; Balci et al., 2009; Balcı758

et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006; Çavdaroğlu et al., 2014; Çoşkun et al., 2015; Freestone et al., 2015),759

which might lead to a temporal focus that can encompass multiple items, as observed in Experiment 6.760

Additionally, the reference time given by the experimental design might shift with different proportions761

of early and late targets (Çoşkun et al., 2015), at least in the case of early targets. Thus, presenting762

a balanced amount of early and late targets might shift perceived target timing to the middle of the763

sequence and potentially broadens the perceived temporal window of target occurrence, while presenting764

more late targets shifts perceived target timing to the end of the sequence. In cases of high uncertainty,765

as in experiments incorporating distractor sequences, and without active engagement (e.g. sequential766

sampling) and knowledge about the temporal manipulation, participants seem to integrate and use as767

much information as is provided by the experimental design to optimize their performance.768
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Such optimization might affect the speed with which evidence about target presence is accumulated.769

TE could e.g. prepare the neural system for incoming information which in turn would increase percep-770

tual sensitivity, an idea supported by our data. If the system is prepared, evidence can be accumulated771

faster. Given that we also found a general increase in performance and decrease in RT for multisensory772

compared to unisensory stimuli, it is likely that multisensory target evidence is accumulated faster. This773

assumption could be tested by means of drift-diffusion models which have successfully been applied to774

explain performance in temporal task (e.g Akdoğan and Balcı, 2017; Balcı et al., 2011; Balcı and Simen,775

2014). If evidence accumulation is fastest for expected and multisensory trials, the drift rate (parameter776

representing evidence accumulation) should be highest. However, the implementation of such model777

is beyond the scope of this paper and future research is needed which could model these effects and778

quantify by how much our results deviate from the optimal performance of an ideal observer.779

While our current results are in line with some previous studies on optimal performance, it should be780

noted that our task regimes are not directly comparable to previous studies investigating optimal perfor-781

mance (Akdoğan and Balcı, 2016; Balci et al., 2009; Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006; Çavdaroğlu782

et al., 2014; Çoşkun et al., 2015; Freestone et al., 2015): Here we did not reward or punish participants783

based on their responses. This might lead to completely different outcomes as the aforementioned stud-784

ies usually defined optimal behaviour on the basis of speeded RT. Furthermore, we used only an implicit785

timing task. Remarkably, participants appeared to have been oblivious of the temporal manipulation at786

the beginning of the experiment, and most of them were oblivious even at the end of the experiments. To787

assess the participants’ explicit knowledge of temporal regularities, we asked all participants after the788

experiment ended whether they noticed any regularities in general and if they negated that, we enquired789

whether they noticed any regularities about target position and further if they could specify this position.790

Out of the 180 participants, only 65 noticed any position regularity (13 stated regularities immediately).791

41 participants could identify the second or third position as target position while the remaining stated792

that targets “occurred mostly early” or “mostly early and late”. Out of the 65 participants, 15 made their793

statements specifically for the auditory but not visual stimulus, again supporting the notion that audi-794

tory information might be the more reliable source in temporal tasks. Given that these 65 participants795

were randomly distributed across experiments, TE effects shown in our study seem to be independent of796

explicit knowledge about the target position. Future research may use a trial-based test procedure (e.g.797

asking to judge the target position on every trial) to characterize the influence of explicit knowledge on798

TE. Nevertheless, the TE effects observed here seem not to be based on active counting or voluntary799

shifts of attention to more likely target intervals, suggesting that participants performed primarily the800
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frequency discrimination task which was orthogonal to the manipulation of temporal context. Thus, we801

addressed the question whether participants made optimal use of temporal regularities to improve their802

discrimination performance, rather than investigating optimal performance in a temporal task (Akdoğan803

and Balcı, 2016; Balci et al., 2009; Balcı et al., 2011; Bogacz et al., 2006; Çavdaroğlu et al., 2014;804

Çoşkun et al., 2015; Freestone et al., 2015). And indeed, our data suggests that participants made use of805

most of the information based on the experimental design (use of temporal regularities and multisensory806

information) and adapted their response strategy for a optimal decision of frequency (wait till sequence807

end and compare the percept to all frequencies presented in the stream).808

Above we have linked the behavioural benefits to the successful extraction of temporal regularities. In809

principle, however, different strategies could have been used to extract this type of information in most of810

our experiments. First, participants could have used the time point of occurrence (400 ms) to focus their811

temporal attention, as intended. However, in our first five experiments, the ’early’ time point was always812

identical with the 3rd stimulus of the stimulus train. Thus, it is conceivable that some participants’813

strategy to solve the task was based on counting stimuli instead of focusing on a specific time range.814

As mentioned above, most participants were unaware of the target position and even those with explicit815

knowledge reported that they rather relied on the early time range and did not count as they found this816

strategy impossible with the fast succession of stimuli. This choice might also be due to the task demands817

which required a stimulus discrimination rather than judging the time point or position of a particular818

stimulus. Hence, in our experiments counting would inevitably result in a dual-task paradigm, reducing819

valuable cognitive resources for the discrimination task which might be detrimental for discrimination820

performance (Han and Marois, 2013). Additionally, counting should result in sequential sampling of821

events and as outlined before this should diminish any TE effects. For example, if one always count to822

3 because targets more frequently appear at this position, one should detect expected and unexpected823

targets at the third position equally likely. There is also no reason to assume that the 3rd position would824

be completely ignored when people start to actively count, even if they count to 9.825

However, one might argue that numerosity might be easily encoded and retrieved without explicit826

counting and knowledge, like temporal estimates (Coull and Nobre, 2008; Shen and Alain, 2012). This827

could imply that some participants used numerosity, other time and others a mixture of both quantities for828

their judgements. Subject-specific performance would then be limited to the resolution of the individual829

domain, and different numbers of “numerosity vs. time-based participants” across experiments could830

explain the differential effects across experiments in this case. However, previous research indicated831
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that the two domains have similar psychophysical properties (Çoşkun et al., 2015; Gallistel and Gelman,832

2000; Meck and Church, 1983; Meck et al., 1985; Whalen et al., 1999). For instance, Meck and Church833

(1983) suggested that the mental representation of 1 second is equal to a count of five. Thus, counting834

a 5 Hz stimulus would have the same precision as judging the timing of a 5 Hz stimulus, implying835

that even if participants used one or the other domain, precision of judgements would be similar and836

would not obscure effects. Moreover, it is still an ongoing debate whether time and numerosity are837

mediated by different, similar or even the same mechanism(s) (Balci and Gallistel, 2006; Çoşkun et al.,838

2015; Fetterman and Killeen, 2010; Gallistel and Gelman, 2000; Meck and Church, 1983; Meck et al.,839

1985; Whalen et al., 1999). With regard to the popular pacemaker theory (e.g. Gibbon, 1991; Gibbon840

et al., 1984; Treisman, 1963) which posits that an internal clock or pacemaker generates beats which841

are accumulated to estimate duration one could even argue that time estimation is always based on842

counting. In our paradigm, the rhythmic stimulus train could be conceptualised as an external pacemaker843

which constantly resets or at least informs the internal pacemaker, in accord with studies focussing on844

rhythmic stimulation for external pacemaker updating (McAuley and Fromboluti, 2014). Future research845

is needed to disentangle these two potential mechanisms.846

6.2 Potential underlying cognitive mechanisms847

The pacemaker theory led to the assumption that temporal judgements and timing are supervised by848

an internal clock, a supramodal, centralized timing mechanism (see e.g. Gibbon et al., 1984; Treisman,849

1963). If TE could be transferred across different modalities, this would strengthen this notion. Accord-850

ingly, some studies reported cross-modal TE transfer with faster RTs for expected trials in both attended851

and unattended modalities (Bolger et al., 2013; Jones, 2015; Lange and Röder, 2006; Miller et al., 2012).852

However, this was only observed for short cue-target intervals while there was no difference found in853

long interval trials (see Lange and Röder, 2006). Mühlberg et al. (2014) replicated the RT effects for854

short cue-target intervals – but more importantly – showed different effects for late cue-target intervals855

when these were unpredictable (by including catch trials without target presentation). For late target856

intervals, effects for attended and unattended modalities were inversed (hence, not driven by TE of the857

more frequently attended modality), questioning the general transferability of TE across modalities, and858

favouring the idea of modality-specific temporal networks. In our experiments we should have observed859

TE effects in all our conditions, if cross-modal transfer of TE exists and there would be a common net-860

work for temporal predictions. Depending on the choice of response measure, both interpretations could861
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be drawn from our results. The pattern of RTs indicates that TE speeds responses similarly for visual, au-862

ditory and audiovisual targets. However, this may simply reflect enhanced response preparation (Green863

and Swets, 1966; Prinzmetal et al., 2005; van Ede et al., 2012). For discrimination sensitivity, TE effects864

were not always present in the unisensory conditions, thereby suggesting that sensory representations865

are not always affected by TE. In particular, we observed visual TE effects to be impaired which is in866

line with the notion of auditory dominance for temporal processing (Bertelson and Aschersleben, 1998;867

Fendrich and Corballis, 2001; Guttman et al., 2005; King and Nelken, 2009; Nobre and Rohenkohl,868

2014; Recanzone, 2003; Repp and Penel, 2002; Shipley, 1964; Wada et al., 2003; Welch et al., 1986).869

Auditory dominance is also present when not durations but rather the numerosity of events (e.g. how870

many flashes have been presented) has to be judged (Lechelt, 1975; Philippi et al., 2008). In the lat-871

ter case, mainly the judgement of visual numerosity is impaired. Hence, these findings and our data872

favour rather or at least the presence of modality-specific, distributed temporal networks enhancement873

of sensory representations rather than a single common pacemaker (see also Coull et al., 2011; Johnston874

et al., 2006). However, presenting evidence for higher TE-induced accuracy in the auditory domain by875

no means implies that TE effects cannot occur in the visual domain and that e.g. duration judgements876

in the visual domain are impossible. Indeed, most of the work conducted in the temporal domain have877

been visual experiments. However, usually those task are quite simple (e.g. matching two durations or878

detecting a single stimulus after a certain cue-target interval). Our task required participants to orient879

their attention to instances in time in noisy environments without prior knowledge of potential temporal880

regularities, detect the target and identify/discriminate the target. Hence, detrimental effects in the visual881

modality might be linked to the high task requirements and would be absent if only simple detection is882

required (see e.g. Correa et al., 2004), or if more complex, experimental designs are used.883

6.3 Potential underlying neural mechanisms884

The identification of the neural mechanisms underlying TE might open an avenue to disentangle whether885

it is based on timing or counting and on the use of uni-, supra- or even amodal timing networks. En-886

trainment of cortical oscillations could be one key mechanism underlying TE for rhythmic stimulation887

as used here. Concordantly, several authors have indeed observed that rhythmic stimulation creates en-888

trained brain oscillations (for review see Merchant et al., 2015). Furthermore, Lakatos et al. (2008, 2009)889

have linked MSI to entrainment of cortical areas. Cravo et al. (2013) observed for visual stimuli that890

the amount of entrainment was related to perceptual discrimination sensitivity. Given the differences891
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of auditory and visual temporal precision, entrainment for short inter-stimulus-intervals (ISI) sequences892

might be hampered in the visual modality while it might be better in the auditory modality. In turn,893

the perception of individual events in the entrained auditory modality is boosted, making it more likely894

to perceive the target. Thereby, participants could explicitly or implicitly calculate the likelihood that895

targets occur in a given interval within the stream. The facilitation of TE through multisensory input896

could be explained by direct connections between the primary sensory areas (see Driver and Noesselt,897

2008). The entrainment of the auditory cortex could drive entrainment of the visual cortex (Lakatos898

et al., 2008), making information processing more reliable and enabling the robust extraction of visual899

information in our paradigm. Hence, participants could use information of both modalities, providing900

richer information on target presence, and making TE effects in the multisensory context more robust.901

However, entrainment alone cannot account for all effects, as TE effects were reduced for visual and902

both visual and auditory targets in purely multisensory Experiments 3 and 4, respectively. One rea-903

son for this reduction in performance might be that performance in the auditory and visual conditions904

was reduced by endogenous and exogenous uncertainty which may shift the weights for preferential905

processing of incoming information (Rohe and Noppeney, 2016). Note that uncertainty pertains to the906

combined properties of visual and auditory information in Exp 3-4 , while the informational content per907

modality remained unchanged. This higher-order uncertainty might affect higher frequency oscillations908

coupled with lower-delta-band modulations (Lakatos et al., 2008) and these higher frequencies might909

be under control from higher multisensory (Lakatos et al., 2009) and timing areas such as the posterior910

Superior Temporal Sulcus (pSTS; see Driver and Noesselt, 2008; Marchant et al., 2012; Noesselt et al.,911

2007, 2010) or the posterior parietal cortex (Coull et al., 2011). The posterior parietal cortex has been912

implicated in explicit timing tasks (Coull et al., 2011) and weighting of visual and auditory information913

(Rohe and Noppeney, 2016). The pSTS has been related to the integration of audio-visual information914

especially when stimuli are presented in an isochronous rhythm, and activity in this region has been915

linked to performance benefits (Marchant et al., 2012). Hence, processing of multisensory stimulation916

in supramodal areas specialized on timing and MSI would explain robust multisensory effects in our917

study, while unisensory effects would be restricted to the timing precision of the individual unisensory918

neural networks. Finally, if our suggestions about the distinctive qualities of accuracies (indicating per-919

ception) and RTs (indicating motor preparation) are valid, one should most likely find that RT variation920

relates more strongly to activity in areas involved in motor activity (for overview see Coull et al., 2011).921

However, future studies are required to test these assumptions.922
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In addition to these networks in involved in sensory processing, it might also be the case that amodal923

temporal networks may play a role here. Recent findings suggest that pupillatory activity (i.e. pupil924

dilation) in a visual task increased shortly before temporally expected stimuli were presented (Akdoğan925

et al., 2016; Wierda et al., 2012). There is also evidence that pupil dilation occurs for visual, auditory926

and audiovisual events (for overview see Wang and Munoz, 2015), and that activity for these different927

modalities differs with faster responses for auditory stimuli and larger responses for audiovisual stimuli.928

Hence, pupil dilation might be used as an index of temporal and modality-specific processing. Given929

our results and previous findings, one should observe anticipatory pupil dilation whenever targets are930

expected and dilation should be stronger in the multisensory condition. Furthermore, pupil dilation931

differences between expected and unexpected trials in the visual condition would be less pronounced in932

our experiments. Although, pupillatory responses could serve as an objective measure for TE their neural933

underpinnings are less clear. Akdoğan et al. (2016) suggested that pupil dilation is related to the amodal934

norepinephrine (NE) system and activity in the locus coeruleus (LC), and that this activity represents935

the time interval between a cue and a target stimulus. However, although they showed anticipatory pupil936

dilation, they could not relate individual pupil dilation with behavioural benefits. Furthermore, while the937

causal role of LC-NE system in pupil dilation is often proposed there is very little empirical support for938

this notion(for review Wang and Munoz, 2015). Alternatively, pupil dilation might be linked to activity939

in the superior colliculi which also have multisensory properties(Kadunce et al., 2001; Meredith and940

Stein, 1983, 1986a,b; Stein and Meredith, 1993; Wallace et al., 1998, 1996). However, evidence for941

the involvement of the SC in multisensory integration is mostly derived from anaesthetized cats, while942

there is little evidence that this structure is involved in the increase in perceptual sensitivity in humans as943

found here. Thus, the most likely brain network underlying our effects might therefore include sensory-944

specific plus multisensory areas, including posterior parietal cortex and pSTS which may be instrumental945

in forming a multisensory event or object for which temporal regularities can be extracted more easily.946

7 Conclusion947

In a series of experiments, we consistently observed that hidden temporal regularities can be reliably948

extracted and used to successfully direct temporal attention. These temporal expectations enhance not949

only RTs but also discrimination sensitivity, thus pointing at a TE-induced change in sensory representa-950

tions. Furthermore, TE linearly scales with early/late target likelihood and can operate over larger time951

windows. Most importantly, temporal expectations seem to interact with multisensory stimulation more952
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frequently than with unisensory stimuli. This emphasises the special – yet only rarely investigated –953

role of multisensory interplay on temporal expectation. We propose that enhanced informational content954

(multisensory stimulation) protects statistical learning of temporal regularities, particularly in unreliable955

stimulus contexts.956
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Stimulus sequence (11 stimuli)
Stimulus: 100 ms, Gap ISI: 100 ms

Wait for response
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Figure 1: Experimental Design. Each trial started with a blank screen (inter-trial-interval) lasting for 200–400 ms
followed by a sequence of 11 auditory (Exp 1 + 2), visual (Exp 1 + 2), or audiovisual stimuli (all Exp). Stimuli were
presented for 100 ms with a 100 ms gap in between. After the stimulus sequence, a blank screen was displayed for a
maximum of 1500 ms. A response within this time range terminated the blank screen immediately. Top row: Design
of Experiments 1 and 2 with the three experimental conditions from top to bottom: auditory, visual, and audiovisual.
Targets were either presented at the 3rd or 9th position. Note, that squares highlight the target (lower or higher
frequency than distractor items) for illustrative purposes only and were not present in the experiment. Middle row:

Design of Experiments 3 and 4 with three experimental conditions from top to bottom: audiovisual sequences with
unisensory auditory, visual, or audiovisual target. Bottom row: In Experiments 5 and 6, only multisensory streams
with redundant multisensory targets were used. In Experiment 6, six different target positions were used (2,3,4 vs.
8,9,10). For auditory presentation, either headphones (Exp 2, 4, 6) or speakers were used, the latter in close vicinity to
the visual stimulation (Exp 1, 3, 5) in order to manipulate audiovisual spatial uncertainty between experiments.
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Figure 2: d′ and RT values for Experiments 1 and 2. d′ values are displayed in the left column and RTs in the
right column, separately for auditory (A), visual (V), and audiovisual (AV) conditions. Top row: Results Experiment
1. Bottom row: Results Experiment 2. Error bars depict standard errors of the difference “expected - unexpected”.
Asterisks denote significant effects (*** = <.001, ** = <.01, * = <.05) for main effects of modality, and individual
TE effects (bar above each modality) in case the interaction of modality and TE was significant. Note that modality-
specific effects were only tested and depicted if the interaction of TE and Modality was significant (though the main
effect of TE was always significant, see main text).
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Figure 3: d′ and RT measures for Experiments 3 and 4. d′ scores are depicted in the left column and RTs in the
right column, separately for auditory (A), visual (V), and audiovisual (AV) conditions. Top row: Results Experiment 3.
Bottom row: Results Experiment 4. Error bars are standard errors of the difference “expected - unexpected”. Asterisks
denote significant effects (*** = <.001, ** = <.01, * = <.05) for main effects of modality, and individual TE effects
(bar above each modality) in case the interaction of modality and TE was significant. Note that modality-specific
effects were only tested and depicted if the interaction of TE and Modality was significant (though the main effect of
TE was always significant, see main text).
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Figure 4: d′ and RT values for Experiments 5-6. d′ values are depicted in the left column and RTs are shown in the
right column. Top row: Results Experiment 5. Error bars are standard errors separately for all probabilities. Bottom

row: Results Experiment 6. Error bars of Experiments 6 are standard errors of the difference expected - unexpected.
Significant condition differences are only depicted for Experiment 6. Asterisks denote significant effects (*** = <.001,
** = <.01, * = <.05) for main effect of position only.Note that modality-specific effects were only tested and depicted
if the interaction of TE and target Position was significant (though the main effect of TE was always significant, see
main text).
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Figure 5: Possible scenarios for the shape of the strength of temporal attentional focus (denoted on y-axis) operating
across several target positions in Experiment 6 (denoted on x-axis).
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Modality Experiment ET low ET high LT low LT high

Auditory Exp1 2901 ± 101 3134 ± 80 2905 ± 65 3088 ± 68

[in Hz] Exp2 2883 ± 110 3141 ± 97 2885 ± 103 3111 ± 87

Exp3 2873 ± 87 3158 ± 136 2872 ± 114 3107 ± 111

Exp4 2879 ± 91 3140 ± 62 2886 ± 90 3115 ± 72

Exp5 2888 ± 69 3112 ± 72 2917 ± 43 3083 ± 60

Exp6 2866 ± 99 3136 ± 85 2843 ± 109 3116 ± 89

Visual Exp1 3.75 ± 0.32 6.17 ± 0.66 3.74 ± 0.55 5.78 ± 0.47

[in cycles/degree] Exp2 3.82 ± 0.46 5.97 ± 0.48 3.76 ± 0.51 5.88 ± 0.47

Exp3 3.87 ± 0.41 6.18 ± 0.46 3.89 ± 0.51 6.09 ± 0.48

Exp4 3.9 ± 0.22 6.06 ± 0.43 3.81 ± 0.59 5.95 ± 0.39

Exp5 3.81 ± 0.26 6.29 ± 0.51 3.64 ± 0.4 6.16 ± 0.51

Exp6 4.01 ± 0.39 5.95 ± 0.42 3.81 ± 0.5 5.83 ± 0.47

Table 1: Mean target frequencies of all experiments: Mean target frequencies plus/minus standard deviations are
listed for each modality (auditory, visual), early (ET) and late (LT) targets, and each target frequency (low and high).
Distractor frequencies ranged from 2.04-2.33 cycles per degree and 2975-3025 Hz. Note that mean target frequencies
did not differ between experiments (see main text for details).
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Exp Effect C1 C2 meanC1 meanC2 t(29) pBF SD

Exp 1 Modality AV A 1.264 1.010 2.624 .021 .530

AV V 1.264 1.078 2.192 .055 .464

A V 1.010 1.078 -.453 1 .824

Exp 2 Modality AV A 1.294 .989 3.269 .004 .511

AV V 1.294 .874 5.376 <.001 .428

A V .989 .874 .899 1 .701

Interaction AVexpected AVunexpected 1.470 1.118 5.118 <.001 .377

(Mod x TE) Aexpected Aunexpected 1.160 .817 3.757 .001 .5

Vexpected Vunexpected .889 .858 .591 .839 .288

Exp 3 Modality AV A 1.172 .647 7.832 <.001 .367

AV V 1.172 .651 5.269 <.001 .541

A V .647 .651 -.028 1 .714

Exp 4 Modality AV A 1.232 .737 6.313 <.001 .429

AV V 1.232 .666 5.818 <.001 .533

A V .737 .666 .587 1 .670

Interaction AVexpected AVunexpected 1.323 1.141 3.392 .006 .293

(Mod x TE) Aexpected Aunexpected .781 .694 1.263 .65 .379

Vexpected Vunexpected .660 .671 -.284 1 .213

Table 2: Post-hoc tests for d′: The table presents post-hoc tests for all experiments (Exp) in which main or interaction
effects (effects) of the repeated-measures ANOVAs were significant. We list the two conditions (C1, C2) which were
compared and their mean d′ values (mean C1/C2), together with t-values, Bonferroni corrected p-values (pBF), and
the standard deviation of the difference (SD). Abbreviations used: AV = audiovisual, A = audio, V = visual, Mod =
Modality, TE = Temporal Expectation.
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Exp Effect C1 C2 meanC1 meanC2 t(29) pBF SD

Exp 1 Modality AV A 1520.571 1644.84 -3.111 .006 218.806

AV V 1520.571 1651.356 -2.841 .012 252.1

A V 1644.84 1651.356 -.095 1 374.977

Interaction AVexpected AVunexpected 1447.225 1593.918 -5.332 <.001 150.692

(Mod x TE) Aexpected Aunexpected 1564.377 1725.343 -6.019 <.001 146.512

Vexpected Vunexpected 1618.836 1638.875 -2.309 .042 154.303

Exp 2 Modality AV A 1650.96 1748.531 -3.341 .003 159.956

AV V 1650.96 1771.011 -3.997 .001 164.524

A V 1748.531 1771.011 -.47 1 261.946

Interaction AVexpected AVunexpected 1572.042 1729.879 -4.271 <.001 260.805

(Mod x TE) Aexpected Aunexpected 1659.671 1837.391 -4.59 <.001 497.036

Vexpected Vunexpected 1733.61 1808.412 -3.123 .006 346.200

Exp 3 Modality AV A 1526.274 1728.146 -6.007 <.001 184.074

AV V 1526.274 1839.886 -7.607 <.001 225.821

A V 1728.146 1839.886 -1.905 .2 321.338

Exp 4 Modality AV A 1501.427 1706.781 -5.524 <.001 203.603

AV V 1501.427 1740.014 -6.394 <.001 204.377

A V 1706.781 1740.014 -.622 1 292.555

Exp 6 Position 2nd 3rd 1594.518 1453.729 6.115 <.001 125.694

2nd 4th 1594.518 1364.805 6.405 <.001 196.052

3rd 4th 1453.729 1364.805 4.396 <.001 110.805

Table 3: Post-hoc tests for RTs: The table denotes post-hoc test measures for all experiments (Exp) in which main or
interaction effects (effects) were significant. Conditions (C1, C2) which were compared are listed plus their average
RT values (mean C1/C2), t-value, the Bonferroni corrected p-value (pBF), and the standard deviation of the difference
(SD). Abbreviations used: AV = audiovisual, A = audio, V = visual, Mod = Modality, TE = Temporal Expectation.


